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ABSTRACT 

The objective tumor response rate (ORR) is one of endpoints in solid tumor clinical studies per FDA 
guideline [1]. It plays the critical role in earlier phase oncology studies. It is based on the best overall 
response (BOR), which is defined as the best response across all time-point responses. Response 
Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors version 1.1 (RECIST 1.1) [2] has been quickly adopted since 2009, 
and iRECIST [3] has been recommended for use in trials testing immune therapeutics by the RECIST 
working group since March 2017. These two guidelines are applied to derive the overall response at each 
time point (both on-treatment and follow-up).  
 
For non-randomized trials, both RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST require the confirmation of complete response 
(CR) and partial response (PR). Moreover, progressive disease (iUPD) needs the confirmation per 
iRECIST. These confirmations provide some challenges in statistical programming during the derivation 
of BOR. 
 
This paper presents a new approach to overcome the challenges by illustrating the logic and data flow for 
the derivation of BOR and DOR (duration of overall response). The new technique simplifies the process 
and ensures the technical accuracy and quality. Furthermore, the traceability for the derivation of the date 
of BOR/DOR and their results are also built in this “simple” process. The sharing of hands-on experiences 
in this paper is intended to assist readers to apply this methodology to prepare an ADaM dataset for the 
reporting of ORR to further support clinical development of cancer drugs and biologics. 

INTRODUCTION 

RECIST working Group published RECIST, RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST in 2000, 2009, and 2017, 
respectively. These guidelines are used to evaluate and report solid tumor oncology trials by providing 
complete response, objective tumor response rates (ORR), disease-free survival, and progression-free 
survival (PFS), which are among six important cancer approval endpoints recommended by FDA 
guideline [1].  Objective tumor response rates (ORR) is typically summarized in the table of Summary of 
Best Overall Response. Appendix 1 provides a sample table shell.  
 
One of the key statistical programming tasks in ADaM programming is to derive the best overall response 
(BOR), which is defined as the best response across all time-point responses. Per these two guidelines, 
“in non-randomized trials where response is the primary endpoint, the confirmation of a complete 
response (CR) and partial response (PR) is required to ensure response identified are not the result of 
measurement error” [2]. Moreover, iRECIST requires the confirmation of iUPD [3]. These confirmations 
provide the challenges in statistical programming for the evaluating and reporting the efficacy from the 
earlier phase in solid tumor trials.  
 
Both RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST recommend that protocols must specify how any new therapy (e.g., 
radiotherapy or surgery) introduced before progression will affect best response designation [2,3]. This 
requirement adds more challenges in statistical programming for the derivation of BOR and the 
corresponding traceability. Patients on immuno-therapies “may demonstrate what has been termed 
‘pseudo-progression’, with an initial increase in size of existing baseline lesions and/or the appearance of 
new disease with patients subsequently demonstrating a response, albeit delayed, to therapy” [3]. 
iRECIST requires the confirmation of progression to rule out or confirm pseudo-progression. This new 
requirement adds more “difficulty” in statistical programming for the derivation of iBOR and the 
corresponding traceability. 
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A paper, “SAS Macro for Derivation of Best Overall Response per RECIST 1.1” [5], introduces a macro 
(tool) approach to derive BOR without providing any detail of SAS codes for the readers’ reference. It has 
twelve (12) steps to only prepare the data for the derivation of BOR by “one's first 3 time-point 
assessments”. Refer to Appendix 2. The programming for the data preparation definitely is very 
“complex”, especially for a SAS macro. The removal of records from the programming automatically 
causes the loss of “traceability”. The macro surely requires “a lot of” documentation (programming 
specification and/or user manual), in addition to the programming validation.  
 
This paper will present a novel approach to derive BOR and iBOR per RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST, 
respectively. It provides a SAS programming template for the readers to easily follow and make any 
updates if necessary to meet each individual requirement. It also shows the flexibility of programming for 
use, especially handling any new anti-therapy (e.g., radiotherapy or surgery), and more traceability of the 
derivations. The programming for BOR is introduced first, followed by iBOR. The difference between 
these two derivations will be also presented to benefit the readers to better understand these guidelines 
and the derivations.  
 
CDISC Breast Cancer Therapeutic Area User Guide (TAUG-BrCa) [8] presented a BDS dataset 
‘ADEVENT’, an intermediate dataset to support traceability. We follow this new standard to support both 
Time-to-Event (TTE) analysis and best overall response (BOR)/Duration of response(DOR), which is part 
of ADaM ADEVENT programming. We will focus on the programming for BOR/DOR in this paper. The 
other part for Time-to-Event (TTE) analysis and its traceability will be presented in another paper [7]. 
Eleven (11) analysis flags (ANL01FL-ANL11FL) and CRIT1/ CRIT1FL are derived and added to the 
records of tumor assessments in ADEVENT dataset to build more traceability of the derivation of the 
dates of progression or censoring for PFS analysis, as well as BOR/DOR. These flags indicate whether 
the record meets the respective conditions specified in Table 1 below. We will explain these flags in the 
following sections, except for ANL06FL, ANL07FL, and ANL08FL for they are dedicated to TTE analysis 
and they will be further illustrated in [7].  
 

Variable 
Name 

Derivation/Comments 

CRIT1FL CRIT1FL= ‘Y’ if RSDTC-TRTSDT +1 >= 49 

CRIT1 For adequate assessment of SD, CRIT1=’Meets Minimum Duration (48 Days)’ if CRIT1FL= ‘Y’ 

ANL01FL ANL01FL=’Y’, if CR/PR was confirmed or SD met minimum duration (CRIT1FL= ‘Y’); 
Note: For the records with PD or NE, ANL01FL is set to ‘Y’ to facilitate the derivation and its 
programming. Of note, the derivation does not consider the anti-cancer therapy. 

ANL02FL ANL02FL=’Y’, if the record was the first progression disease (PD) assessment, on or prior to the first 
anti-cancer therapy for the derivation of BOR and DOR per RECIST 1.1 

ANL03FL ANL03FL=’Y’, if the record was post the first PD record 

ANL04FL ANL04FL=’Y’, if tumor assessments “eligible” for the derivation of BOR and DOR, which satisfied the 
conditions: on or prior to the first new anti-cancer therapy, and the first PD date for RECIST 1.1 

ANL05FL ANL05FL=’Y’, if the record with ANL04FL=’Y’ was the last adequate tumor assessment (CR, PR, SD) 
for no PD subjects, and it was used for the derivation of DOR and PFS; 

ANL06FL ANL06FL=’Y’, if the record with ANL04FL=’Y’ was the first record of more than one missed visit prior 
to the first PD 

ANL07FL ANL07FL=’Y’, if the record with ANL04FL=’Y’ was last adequate tumor assessment (CR, PR, SD) 
prior to the first record of more than one missed visit prior to the first PD  

ANL08FL ANL08FL=’Y’, if the record with ANL04FL=’Y’ was last adequate tumor assessment (CR, PR, SD) on 
or prior to the first new anti-cancer therapy, and prior to the first PD. It is for PFS primary analysis.  

ANL09FL ANL09FL=’Y’, if the record with ANL04FL=’Y’ was the first tumor assessment with Best Overall 
Response 

ANL10FL ANL10FL=’Y’, if the record with ANL04FL=’Y’ was the start date of response of the subjects whose 
Best Overall Response was either CR or PR.  

ANL11FL ANL11FL=’Y’, if the record with ANL04FL=’Y’ was the end date of response of the subjects whose 
Best Overall Response was either CR or PR. 

Table 1. Flags Built in ADEVENT.sas for the Traceability for Both TTE Analysis and BOR/DOR 
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Only FDA guidelines [1,6], RECIST 1.1 [2], and iRECIST [3] are used for this presentation. The metadata, 
derivations, and examples presented in this paper are hypothetical and for illustrative purpose only, and 
they are not meant to imply a universally accepted derivation of the variables. They depend on study 
protocol and statistical analysis plan (SAP), as well as these two guidelines. 
 
Figure 1 below is the flowchart depicting the overall logic flow of the programming approach. 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart Depicting the Program Logic 

INTRODUCTION OF BOR DERIAVTION PER RECIST 1.1 FOR RANDOMIZED 
TRIALS 

RECIST [4] was first published in 2000. In 2009, a newer version 1.1 was released to incorporate major 
changes, and it was named as RECIST 1.1, which is widely accepted as a standardized set of rules to 
evaluate response based upon changes from baseline in solid tumor size of target lesions with 
measurable disease, non-target lesions, and post baseline new lesions. Table 1 and 2 from RECIST 1.1 
in Appendix 2 provide the rules to evaluate the overall response at each post baseline time point. The 
evaluation is in the categories of Complete Response (CR), Partial Response (PR), Stable Disease (SD), 
Progression Disease (PD), and Not Evaluable (NE). BOR is derived from time-point overall responses of 
CR, PR, SD, PD, and NE. Hence BOR could be theoretically any one among these five categories. 
 
If no requirement of the confirmation of CR or PR, the derivation is very simple to identify the best 
response for each subject. To facilitate the programming, each character value of time-point overall 
response is mapped to numerical value by the following one-to-one mapping rules, shown by Table 2. 
The ADaM programming simply chooses the first occurrence of the minimum of the numerical value 
among all time point response as BOR. 

Category of Time Point Overall Response The Numerical Value to Facilitate Programming 

CR 1 

PR 2 

SD 3 

PD 4 

NE 5 

Table 2. One-to-one Mapping from Character Value of Overall Response to Numerical Value 

“CRIT1” 
“NXT(1/2/3)DY”

• Minimum Duration.

• Days in between 
assessments

“ANL01FL" • The confirmation of CR/PR and SD 
per RECIST 1.1

“NEWCTDT” 

“ANL02FL”

“ANL03FL”

• Anti Cancer Therapy Date 

• First Progression Date considering Anticancer 
Therapy

• Records Post the First PD

“ANL04FL”

“ANL05FL”

“ANL06FL”

• Eligible for BOR and DOR . Assessments on or prior 
to the first new anti-cancer therapy, and the first PD 
date 

• Last Adequate assessment for subjects with no PD

• First Date of two or more missed Assessments

“ANL07FL”

“ANL08FL”

“ANL09FL”

• Last Adequate Assessment before two or more 
missed Assessments

• Last Adequate Assessment prior to the first anti-
cancer therapy

• The first tumor assessment with Best Overall 
Response (BOR)

"ANL10FL"

"ANL11FL"
• Start Date of Confirmed Response CR/PR

• End date of Response
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The requirement of the confirmation of CR and PR is the main topics in the paper. We will leverage the 
simple step above in deriving BOR for the complex situation due to the confirmation in the following 
sections. 

RULES TO BE CONSIDERED FOR BOR DERIVATION PER RECIST 1.1 

RECIST 1.1 [2] states the following rules (Rule 1-Rule 5), and RECIST [4] states Rule 6. These rules 
should be followed and/or considered. 

1. “In non-randomized trials where response is the primary endpoint, the confirmation of a complete 
response (CR) and partial response (PR) is required to ensure response identified are not the 
result of measurement error”.  

2. “Complete or partial responses may be claimed only if the criteria for each are met at a 
subsequent time point as specified in the protocol (generally 4 weeks later)”. 

3. “In the case of SD, measurements must have met the SD criteria at least once after study entry at 
a minimum interval (in general not less than 6–8 weeks) that is defined in the study protocol.” 

4. “Protocols must specify how any new therapy (eg, radiotherapy or surgery) introduced before 
progression will affect best response designation.” 

5. “In trials where confirmation of response is required, repeated ‘NE’ time point assessments may 
complicate best response determination. The analysis plan for the trial must address how missing 
data/assessments will be addressed in determination of response and progression.” 

6. “The best overall response is the best response recorded from the start of treatment until disease 
progression/recurrence (taking as reference for progressive disease the smallest measurements 
recorded since the treatment started).” 

Therefore, we should build more traceability for BOR and DOR from the derivation related to tumor 

assessments of SDTM.RS domain when we follow the rules above.  

In this paper, we focus on non-randomized trials, which require the confirmation of CR and PR. “4 weeks” 
(28 days) is applied for the Rule 2. “7 weeks” (49 days) is applied for the Rule 3 in our illustration. 
Regarding Rule 4, the tumor assessments post the first new therapy are excluded from BOR derivation in 
our setting. Regarding Rule 5, any ‘NE’ is “ignored” and its subsequent non-NE response is used for the 
confirmation. For example, the sequence of tumor assessments: PR NE NE CR SD, which had more than 
two consecutive NEs, the third subsequent non-NE response (CR) is used as the confirmation of the first 
PR for BOR derivation. Of note, when death or progression is after more than one missed visit, FDA 
guideline [5] states that the PFS event would be considered either censored at the “date of last 
progression assessment with documented nonprogression” or progressed as “the date of documented 
progression” for primary PFS analysis. Rule 6 from RECIST defines the duration for the derivation of 
BOR, which implies that the tumor assessments post the first date of progressive disease would be 
excluded in the derivation for BOR and DOR. RECIST 1.1 still follows it. RECIST 1.1 would exclude any 
tumor assessments post PD from analysis, which is contrast to iRECIST, where exclusion of tumor 
assessments occurs only post the confirmed PD. Hence per Rule 4 and Rule 6, the tumor assessments 
post the first date of progressive disease or the date of the first anticancer therapy would be excluded in 
the derivation for BOR and DOR if RECIST 1.1 is applied. ANL04FL in Table 1 is built to identify the 
eligible tumor assessments to be used in the derivation.  
 
To apply Rule 3 (“minimum duration for SD”) for the ‘confirmation’ of SD, a pair of standard ADaM BDS 
variables are added to facilitate programming and build traceability at the beginning of ADaM 
programming. Their specification is shown in Table 3. 

Variable 
Name 

Variable Label Controlled Terms or 
Format 

Source/Derivation/Comment 

CRIT1 Analysis Criterion 1  For the meeting of SD criteria, CRIT1=’Meets 
Minimum Duration (49 Days)’ if CRIT1FL=‘Y’. 

CRIT1FL Criterion 1 Evaluation 
Result Flag 

YNULL.NY: 
(1) Y 

For the meeting of SD criteria, CRIT1FL=‘Y’ if 
RS.RSDT-TRTSDT (RANDDT) +1 >= 49. 

Table 3. Specification of CRIT1 and CRIT1FL to Facilitate Programming and Build traceability 
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BETTER UNDERSTANDING RECIST 1.1 CONFIRMATION RULES FOR BOR 
 
Display 1 [2] shows the rules to evaluate the BEST overall response where the confirmation of complete 
or partial response is required for BOR derivation.

 
 
Display 1. Best Response Determination in Trials Where Confirmation of CR or PR Is Required. 
 
Display 1 above shows that three cases with confirmation (one for CR in Row 1 and two for PR in Row 6 
and 7), the BOR outcome for the unconfirmed CR or PR has possible values are SD, PD, and NE, and a 
“puzzle” in Row 2, which gives us SD, PD, and PR as the possible BOR. Which one should be assigned 
as BOR based on what a condition is met? Table 4 below shows the clarification for this rule from our 
understanding and implementation in the programming for the first two scenarios and leaving the third 
one to data management for the update. 
 

Assessment at The 
Current Time Point 
(TP0) 

Assessment at 
The First 
Subsequent 
Time Point (TP1) 

Derived 
Assessment 
For BOR 

Comment 

CR PR SD CRIT1FL=‘Y’ at TP0 

CR PR PD CRIT1FL^=‘Y’ at TP0 

CR Is ‘Downgraded’ 
to ‘PR’! 

PR PR Data at TP0 would be changed from CR to PR per 
Footnote a in Display 1! 

Table 4. Scenarios of Our Understanding of the “Puzzle” 
 
The BOR in Third Colum “Best overall response” in Display 1 is the current ‘time-point BOR’, not overall 
BOR. The BORs from unconfirmed CR or PR can be considered as the derived outcomes, for they are 
not collected, and are derived by the rules specified by the RECIST 1.1 guidelines in Display 1. 
 

HOW RECIST 1.1 CONFIRMATION RULES ARE APPLIED PROGRAMMATICALLY 
TO DERIVE BOR? 
 
Table 5 below shows an example of a simulated subject who had responses SD at CYC4, and PR at 
CYC5 post PD at CYC3, which are indicated by ANL03FL=’Y’. These records at CYC4 and CYC5 would 
be excluded from both BOR derivation as well as the derivation for Time-to-Event (TTE) analysis at the 
beginning of this programming. The subject had new therapy (eg, radiotherapy or surgery) at 2018-7-25 
before Cycle 2. Hence the tumor assessments from CYC2 and CYC3 are also excluded from the 
derivation of BOR. Only the tumor assessments at CYC1 is “qualified” for the derivation of BOR, and it is 
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indicated by ANL04FL=’Y’. However, the four records are still kept in the final dataset for the traceability. 
ANL05FL indicates record at CYC1 was the last adequate tumor assessment (CR, PR, SD) for no PD 
subjects, even though the subject had PD at CYC3, which was excluded due to new anticancer therapy. 
 

VISIT AD
Y 

ADT NEWCTDT AVALC ANL02FL ANL03FL ANL04FL ANL05FL Reason for Exclusion from 
Derivation 

CYC1 69 2018-06-23 2018-7-25 PR   Y Y  

CYC2 109 2018-08-02 2018-7-25 SD     Due to new therapy 

CYC3 149 2018-09-11 2018-7-25 PD     Due to new therapy 

CYC4 189 2018-10-21 2018-7-25 SD  Y   Due to both new therapy and 
Post PD 

CYC5 229 2018-11-30 2018-7-25 PR  Y   Due to both new therapy and 
Post PD 

Table 5. An Example of a Simulated Subject with Tumor Responses Flagged for BOR Derivation 
 
From Display 1, it seems that only one subsequent time point response is needed to confirm CR or PR for 
BOR. Rule 3 (“minimum duration for SD”) and Rule 4 (“new therapy”) must be considered! There are 
usually more than two time point responses for each subject from a trial. If the subsequent CR is too 
close to the first CR, it cannot be used to confirm the first CR per Rule 2 (“generally 4 weeks later”). 
Should the third CR (immediately after the subsequent CR) be used to confirm the first CR?  
 
The way to applying the confirmation rules is as follows. For the confirmation of the current CR/iCR, their 
all potential subsequent responses up to two time-point responses are “elaborated” and evaluated; 
while for the confirmation of the current PR/iPR, their all potential subsequent responses up to three 
time-point responses are “elaborated” and evaluated. For the “confirmation” of the current SD/iSD, it is 
considered “confirmed” if it meets ‘minimum duration (49 days)’; otherwise its derived outcome would be 
‘NE’. To facilitate the programming, PD and NE are always considered “confirmed” per RECIST 1.1, while 

iUPD needs up to three subsequent time-point responses per iRECIST, please refer to Table 15. Table 6 

summarizes the scenarios of number of confirming subsequent responses. 
 

The Current Tumor Assessment for Confirmation # of Confirming Subsequent Responses  

CR/iCR Up to two subsequent time-point responses 

PR/iPR Up to three subsequent time-point responses 

SD/iSD (Minimum Duration (49 Days) None 

PD for RECIST 1.1 None  

iUPD for iRECIST Up to three subsequent time-point responses 

NE None 

Table 6. Scenarios of # of Confirming Subsequent Responses  

NOTATIONS FOR PROGRAMMING 

For each record of SDTM RS domain, the tumor assessments and relative days from it to its available 
subsequent responses up to three time-point responses are added to this record, i.e., six variables are 
‘temporarily’ added to the dataset, by simply using SAS LAG function. The following are the notations for 
these variables. 
  
nxt1_avalc – the first subsequent tumor assessment; 
nxt2_avalc – the second subsequent tumor assessment; 
nxt3_avalc – the third subsequent tumor assessment; 
 
nxt1dy - number of days from the current time point overall response evaluation to the first subsequent   
              time point overall response evaluation; 
nxt2dy - number of days from the current time point overall response evaluation to the second  
              subsequent time point overall response evaluation; 
nxt3dy - number of days from the current time point overall response evaluation to the third subsequent  
              time point overall response evaluation 
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The snip of SAS codes in ADEVENT.sas are shown below. 
data rs1; 
   length crit1fl $1. crit1 $40. avalc nxt1_avalc nxt2_avalc nxt3_avalc $30.; 

     set rs; 

     by usubjid descending adt;       

     adt=input(substr(rsdtc, 1, 10), yymmdd10.); 

     avalc=strip(rsstresc); 

     if adt-trtsdt+1>=49 then do; 

    crit1fl='Y'; 

         crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)'; 

     end; 

     if first.usubjid then do; 

          nxt1_avalc=''; nxt1_rsdt=.; 

          nxt2_avalc=''; nxt2_rsdt=.; 

     nxt3_avalc=''; nxt3_rsdt=.; 

     nxt1dy=.; nxt2dy=.; nxt3dy=.; 

     end; 

     nxt1_avalc=lag(avalc);      nxt1_rsdt=lag(adt); 

     nxt2_avalc=lag(nxt1_avalc); nxt2_rsdt=lag(nxt1_rsdt); 

     nxt3_avalc=lag(nxt2_avalc); nxt3_rsdt=lag(nxt2_rsdt);    

     if nmiss(adt,nxt1_rsdt)=0 then nxt1dy=nxt1_rsdt-adt+1; 

     if nmiss(adt,nxt2_rsdt)=0 then nxt2dy=nxt2_rsdt-adt+1; 

     if nmiss(adt,nxt3_rsdt)=0 then nxt3dy=nxt3_rsdt-adt+1; 

run; 

 
Table 7 shows an example of the updated SAS dataset by adding these eight variables, along with 
AVALC (tumor assessment) and CRIT1FL. 
 

VISIT ADY AVALC NXT1_
AVALC 

NXT2_
AVALC 

NXT3_
AVALC 

NXT1DY NXT2DY NXT3DY CRIT1
FL 

ANL04F
L 

CRIT1 

CYC1 69 PR PR SD SD 20 62 104 Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC2 89 PR SD SD NE 42 84 126 Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC3 131 SD SD NE PR 42 84 126 Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC4 173 SD NE PR PR 42 84 126 Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC5 215 NE PR PR CR 42 84 126 Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC6 257 PR PR CR CR 42 84 118 Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC7 229 PR CR CR PD 42 76 118 Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC8 341 CR CR PD  34 76  Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC9 375 CR PD   42   Y Y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

CYC10 417 PD       Y y Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days) 

Table 7. A Simulated Example of Newly Added Eight Variables, along with the Subject’s Assessments  

CR CONFIRMATION PER RECIST 1.1 

To confirm a CR (the first CR) per the rule in the Row 1 of Display 1, another CR (the confirming CR) 
should be at least 4 weeks (>=28 days) after the first CR. Table 8 shows the scenarios of the current CR 
followed by different subsequent assessments with different BOR outcomes. There are six unique 
scenarios of trailing assessments with ID from CR1 to CR6 in the first column. Among them, three 
scenarios with ID: CR1, CR2, and CR3, confirm the current CR, which are highlighted in green. ANL01FL 
is used to flag the confirmation for both facilitation of programming and the traceability. For the other 
twelve (12) scenarios without the confirmation of CR, their BORs are derived by the rules (Row 2 to Row 
5) defined in Display 1. Their possible values are SD, PD, and NE, which are listed in the sixth column 
with the condition: meeting the SD Criteria at the current time point. A temporary variable TP_BOR is 
used to store it. The logic inside the programming should follow the order of Scenario IDs, i.e., from top to 
bottom. This approach is also applicable to the other tables below: Table 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, and Appendix 
5-7. Of note, if there are more than one NE assessments which are subsequent to CR, the ‘time-point’ 
BOR for CR would be either SD(CR6) or NE(CR62) in Table 8 below. Secondly, the derivation of 
ANL01FL only considers the rules specified by RECIST 1.1 in Display 1 without considering the eligibility.  
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Scenario-
ID 

Assessment 
at The 
Current 
Time Point 
(TP0) 

Assessment 
at The First 
Subsequent 
Time Point 
(TP1) 

Assessment at 
The Second 
Subsequent 
Time Point 
(TP2) 

The Current 
Assessment Is 
Eligible for BOR 
Derivation (Y/N) 
with The Condition? 

Derived 
Assessment with 
The Condition:  
Meeting SD 
Criteria at TP0 

CR1 CR CR CR  Y, if nxt1dy >= 28 or 
nxt2dy >= 28 

 

CR12 CR CR CR  N, if nxt1dy < 28 
and nxt2dy < 28 

SD, if crit1fl=’Y’  

CR13 CR CR CR  N, if nxt1dy < 28 
and nxt2dy < 28 

NE, if crit1fl=’’  

CR2 CR CR   Y, if nxt1dy >= 28  

CR22 CR  CR   N, if nxt1dy < 28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

CR23 CR CR   N, if nxt1dy < 28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

CR3 CR NE CR Y, if nxt2dy >= 28  

CR32 CR  NE CR  N, if nxt2dy < 28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’  

CR33 CR  NE CR N, if nxt2dy < 28 NE, if crit1fl =’’  

CR4 CR NE PR/SD N SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

CR42 CR NE PR/SD N PD, if crit1fl=’’  

CR5 CR PR/SD  N SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

CR52 CR PR/SD  N PD, if crit1fl=’’  

CR6 CR   N SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

CR62 CR   N NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

Table 8. Scenario of CR at The Current Time Point Followed by Different Assessments with Different 
BOR Outcomes 

The snip of SAS codes below reflect the logic specified in Table 8. 

/** 1. The tumor assessment: avalc='CR' **/ 

** 1. CR CR(s); 

if avalc='CR' and nxt1_avalc='CR' and nxt2_avalc='CR' then do;  

     if nxt1dy>=28 or nxt2dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='CR1';end;    

     else if nxt1dy<28 and nxt2dy<28 then do;    

         if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='CR12'; 

  end; 

    else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='CR13';end; 

          end;   

end; 

**2.  CR CR; 

else if avalc='CR' and nxt1_avalc='CR' then do;  

     if nxt1dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='CR2';end; 

          else if nxt1dy<28 then do; 

      if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

               tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='CR22'; 

    end; 

      else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='CR23';end; 

    end; 

end; 

** 3. CR NE CR; 

else if avalc='CR' and nxt1_avalc='NE' and nxt2_avalc='CR' then do;  

         if nxt2dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='CR3';end; 

    else if nxt2dy<28 then do; 

       if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do;   

        tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='CR32'; 

     end; 

    else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='CR33';end; 
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 end; 

end; 

** 4. CR NE SD/PR; 

else if avalc='CR' and nxt1_avalc='NE' and nxt2_avalc in ('PR','SD') then do;  

        if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do;  

              tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='CR4'; 

        end; 

  else do;tp_bor='PD';senaro_ID='CR42';end; 

end; 

** 5. CR SD/PR; 

else if avalc='CR' and nxt1_avalc in ('SD','PR') then do;   

   if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do;    

   tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='CR5'; 

  end; 

   else do;tp_bor='PD';senaro_ID='CR52';end; 

end; 

** 6. CR; 

else if avalc='CR' then do;   

if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do;     

tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='CR6'; 

end; 

 else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='CR62';end; 

end; 

 

Of note, Variable: SENARO_ID is ONLY for tracking and validation, and it will not be included in final 
ADEVENT dataset. 

PR CONFIRMATION PER RECIST 1.1 

To confirm a PR per the rule in the Row 6 and 7 of Display 1, another CR or PR for the confirmation of 
PR) should be at least 4 weeks (>=28 days) after it. Table 9 shows the scenarios of the current PR 
followed by different assessments with different BOR outcomes. There are eight unique scenarios of 
trailing assessments with Scenario ID from PR1 to PR8 listed in the first column. Among them, seven 
scenarios with ID, PR1-PR7, confirm the current PR, which are highlighted in green below. ANL01FL 
indicates the confirmation. For the other sixteen scenarios without the confirmation, their time-point BORs 
are listed in the seventh column with possible values: SD and NE, which is stored to the variable: 
TP_BOR. Of note, the ‘time-point’ BORs from the unconfirmed PR only depend on whether the current 
assessment (PR) meets SD criteria. Similarly to the confirmation of CR, if there are more than one NE 
assessments which are subsequent to PR, the ‘time-point’ BOR for PR would be either SD (PR8) or NE 
(PR82) specified in Table 9 below. If there are more than one SD assessments in-between which are 
subsequent to PR, then conservatively the Best Response will be SD per Appendix III [2]. It also falls in 
with either SD (PR8) or NE (PR82). Please refer to Appendix 4. 
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Scenario
-ID 

Assessment 
at The 
Current 
Time Point 
(TP0) 

Assessment 
at The First 
Subsequent 
Time Point 
(TP1) 

Assessment 
at The 
Second 
Subsequent 
Time Point 
(TP2) 

Assessment 
at The Third  
Subsequent 
Time Point 
(TP3) 

The Current Assessment Is 
Eligible for BOR Derivation (Y/N) 
with The Condition? 

Derived 
Assessment 
with the 
Condition:  
Meeting SD 
Criteria at TP0 

PR1 PR CR CR  Y, if nxt1dy >=28 or nxt2dy >= 28  

PR12 PR CR CR  N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt2dy <28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

PR13 PR CR CR  N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt2dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

PR2 PR PR CR/PR   Y, if nxt1dy >=28 or nxt2dy >= 28  

PR22 PR PR CR/PR   N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt2dy <28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

PR23 PR PR CR/PR   N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt2dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

PR3 PR PR NE/SD CR/PR Y, if nxt1dy >=28 or nxt3dy >= 28  

PR32 PR PR NE/SD CR/PR N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt3dy <28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

PR33 PR PR NE/SD CR/PR N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt3dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

PR4 PR NE SD CR/PR Y, if nxt3dy >=28  

PR42 PR NE SD CR/PR N, if nxt3dy <28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

PR43 PR NE SD CR/PR N, if nxt3dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

PR5 PR SD NE CR/PR Y, if nxt3dy >=28  

PR52 PR SD NE CR/PR N, if nxt3dy <28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

PR53 PR SD NE CR/PR N, if nxt3dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

PR6 PR NE/SD CR/PR  Y, if nxt2dy >=28  

PR62 PR NE/SD CR/PR  N, if nxt2dy <28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

PR63 PR NE/SD CR/PR  N, if nxt2dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

PR7 PR CR/PR   Y, if nxt1dy >=28  

PR72 PR CR/PR   N, if nxt1dy <28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’  

PR73 PR CR/PR    N, if nxt1dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’  

PR8 PR    N, if nxt1dy <28 SD, if crit1fl=’Y’  

PR82 PR    N, if nxt1dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’  

Table 9. Scenario of PR at The Current Time Point Followed by Different Assessments with Different 
BOR Outcomes 

The snip of SAS codes below reflect the logic specified in Table 9. 

/** 2. The tumor assessment: avalc='PR' **/ 

**PR CR CRs; 

if avalc='PR' and nxt1_avalc='CR' and nxt2_avalc='CR' then do;  

      if nxt1dy>=28 or nxt2dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='PR1';end; 

   else if nxt1dy<28 and nxt2dy<28 then do;  

      if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do;   

         tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='PR12';end; 

    else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='PR13';end; 

 end; 

end; 

** 2. PR PR CR/PR; 

else if avalc='PR' and nxt1_avalc='PR' and nxt2_avalc in ('CR','PR') then do;  

if nxt1dy>=28 or nxt2dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='PR2';end; 

 else if nxt1dy<28 and nxt2dy<28 then do; 

    if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do;   

      tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='PR22';end; 

    else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='PR23';end; 

 end; 

end; 

** 3. PR PR NE/SD CR/PR;     

else if avalc='PR' and nxt1_avalc='PR' and nxt2_avalc in ('NE','SD') and 

nxt3_avalc in ('CR','PR') then do;  

if nxt1dy>=28 or nxt3dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='PR3';end; 

 else if nxt1dy<28 and nxt3dy<28 then do; 

                if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

                     tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='PR32';end; 

      else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='PR33';end; 

 end; 
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end; 

** 4. PR NE SD CR/PR;    

else if avalc='PR' and nxt1_avalc='NE' and nxt2_avalc='SD' and nxt3_avalc in 

('CR','PR') then do;  

if nxt3dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='PR4';end; 

       else if nxt3dy<28 then do; 

     if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

   tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='PR42';end; 

     else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='PR43';end; 

 end; 

end; 

** 5. PR SD NE CR/PR;    

else if avalc='PR' and nxt1_avalc='SD' and nxt2_avalc='NE' and nxt3_avalc in 

('CR','PR') then do;  

if nxt3dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='PR5'; 

end; 

   else if nxt3dy<28 then do; 

    if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do;   

         tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='PR52';end; 

    else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='PR53';end; 

 end; 

end; 

** 6. PR NE/SD CR/PR; 

else if avalc='PR' and nxt1_avalc in ('NE','SD') and nxt2_avalc in 

('CR','PR') then do;  

      if nxt2dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='PR6';end; 

      else if nxt2dy<28 then do;  

     if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

  tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='PR62';end; 

     else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='PR63';end; 

      end; 

end; 

** 7. PR CR/PR; 

else if avalc='PR' and nxt1_avalc in ('CR','PR') then do;  

   if nxt1dy>=28 then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='PR7';end; 

          else if nxt1dy<28 then do; 

      if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

     tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='PR72';end; 

        else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='PR73';end; 

     end; 

end; 

**8. PR; 

else if avalc='PR' then do;   

    if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

  tp_bor='SD';senaro_ID='PR8';end; 

    else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='PR82';end; 

end; 

SD, PD, AND NE PER RECIST 1.1 

SD does require minimum duration per RECIST 1.1. For the records with PD or NE, ANL01FL is set to ‘Y’ 
to facilitate the derivation and its programming. Table 10 shows the scenarios of SD, PD, and NE for 
ANL01FL.  
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Scenario-
ID 

Assessment at The 
Current Time Point 
(TP0) 

The Current Assessment 
Is Eligible for BOR 
Derivation? 

Derived Assessment with The 
Condition:  Meeting SD Criteria at TP0 

SD1 SD Y, if crit1fl=’Y’  

SD2 SD N NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

PD PD Y  

NE NE Y  

Table 10. Scenario of SD, PD and NE Assessments with Different BOR Outcomes.  

The snip of SAS codes below reflect the logic specified in Table 10. 

/** 3. The tumor assessment: avalc='SD' **/ 

if avalc='SD' then do;  

 if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='SD1';end; 

 else do;tp_bor='NE';senaro_ID='SD2';end; 

end; 

/** 4. The tumor assessment: avalc='PD' **/ 

if avalc='PD' then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='PD';end; 

/** 5. The tumor assessment: avalc='NE' **/ 

if avalc='NE' then do;anl01fl='Y';senaro_ID='NE';end; 

KEY DATA STEP FOR THE DERIVATION OF BOR 

In summary, the follow SAS codes demonstrate that single data step to derive the confirmation flag and 
time-point BORs for unconfirmed records. It has five blocks for each tumor response explained in last 
three sections above. 

*** get the confirmed tumor assessment flag (ANL01FL); 

*** and store the time-point BORs from the unconfirmed Ones to TP_BOR; 

data rs3; 

     length anl01fl $1. tp_bor $8. senaro_ID $4.; 

     set rs2; 

     /** 1. The tumor assessment: avalc='CR' **/ 

            * refer to SAS codes above; 

     /** 2. The tumor assessment: avalc='PR' **/ 

       * refer to SAS codes above; 

     /** 3. The tumor assessment: avalc='SD' **/ 

       * refer to SAS codes above; 

     /** 4. The tumor assessment: avalc='PD' **/ 

            * refer to SAS codes above; 

     /** 5. The tumor assessment: avalc='NE' **/ 

          * refer to SAS codes above; 

     aval=input(avalc, RSord.); *** for simple derivation of BOR later;  

run; 

 

After the execution of the data step above, a new SAS dataset is generated to be ready for the next data 
step for BOR’s generation, which will be explained in the next section. Table 11 shows the values of 
ANL01FL and TP_BOR for each tumor assessment from the example in Table 7 per the rules defined in  
Table 8, 9, and 10, along with Scenario-IDs to demonstrate programming outcomes: ANL01Fl and 
TP_BOR. 
 

SCENAR
IO_ID 

VISIT ADY AVALC NXT1_
AVALC 

NXT2_
AVALC 

NXT3_
AVALC 

NXT1DY NXT2DY NXT3DY ANL01FL ANL04FL CRI1
FL 

TP_BOR 

PR7 CYC1 69 PR PR SD SD 20 62 104  Y Y SD 

PR8 CYC2 89 PR SD SD NE 42 84 126  Y Y SD 

SD1 CYC3 131 SD SD NE PR 42 84 126 Y Y Y  

SD1 CYC4 173 SD NE PR PR 42 84 126 Y Y Y  

NE CYC5 215 NE PR PR CR 42 84 126 Y Y Y  

PR2 CYC6 257 PR PR CR CR 42 84 118 Y Y Y  
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PR1 CYC7 229 PR CR CR PD 42 76 118 Y Y Y  

CR2 CYC8 341 CR CR PD  34 76  Y Y Y  

CR6 CYC9 375 CR PD   42    Y Y SD 

PD CYC10 417 PD       Y Y Y  

Table 11. A Simulated Example of A Subject to Demonstrate Programming Outcomes Per RECIST 1.1 

CREATE AN EXTRA RECORD TO FACILIATE BOR DERIVATION AND BUILD 
MORE TRACEABILITY 

For each unconfirmed CR, PR, and SD, an extra record is created to facilitate BOR derivation and build 
more traceability. For the new record, PARAMTYP is set to ‘DERIVED’, along with PARAMCD=’TP_BOR’ 
and AVALC=value of variable: TP_BOR. Table 12 shows that new records, highlighted in green, are 
created for the unconfirmed CR, PR, and unmet SD criteria from the example in Table 11. The ADaM 
BDS standard variable: PARAMTYP is used to build the traceability. The temporary variable: TP_BOR will 
be dropped from the final ADEVENT dataset. Keeping it for now is for illustration only. The numeric 
values of AVALC are displayed under the AVAL column by one-to-one mapping defined in Table 2. 
Simply choose the first occurrence of the minimum of AVAL among both the records with ANL01FL=’Y’ 
(ASEQ in (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10) and these newly created ones (ASEQ in (1.5, 2.5, 9.5))! In this example, the 
minimum of AVAL is 1! The first occurrence is one with ASEQ=8 highlighted in blue. CR is the BOR for 
this subject. As introduced above, ANL09FL is added to the dataset (ADEVENT) to indicate the first 
occurrence of BOR. It also facilitates the programming for the duration of response (DOR) later and builds 
further traceability.  
 

SCENARIO
_ID 

PARAMTYP PARAMCD AS
EQ 

VISIT ADY AVALC AVAL ANL01FL ANL04FL ANL09FL TP_BOR CRI1FL 

PR7  OVERALLR 1 CYC1 69 PR 2  Y  SD Y 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 1.5 CYC1 69 SD 3  Y   Y 

PR8  OVERALLR 2 CYC2 89 PR 2  Y  SD Y 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 2.5 CYC2 89 SD 3  Y   Y 

SD1  OVERALLR 3 CYC3 131 SD 3 Y Y   Y 

SD1  OVERALLR 4 CYC4 173 SD 3 Y Y   Y 

NE  OVERALLR 5 CYC5 215 NE 5 Y Y   Y 

PR2  OVERALLR 6 CYC6 257 PR 2 Y Y   Y 

PR1  OVERALLR 7 CYC7 229 PR 2 Y Y   Y 

CR2  OVERALLR 8 CYC8 341 CR 1 Y Y Y  Y 

CR6  OVERALLR 9 CYC9 375 CR 1  Y  SD Y 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 9.5 CYC9 375 SD 3  Y   Y 

PD  OVERALLR 10 CYC10 417 PD 4 Y Y   Y 

Table 12. An Example of A Subject’s Tumor Assessments with Newly Created Records 

INTRODUCION OF BOR DERIAVTION PER IRECIST 

RECIST Working Group published iRECIST guideline in March 2017 based on RECIST 1.1 for response 
criteria used in trials testing immuno-therapeutics. Regarding the rules, the differences between RECIST 
1.1 and iRECIST are shown below in Display 2 [3].  
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Display 2. Differences between RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST 

iBOR is derived from time-point overall responses of iCR, iPR, iSD, iCPD, iUCP, and NE, where iCPD 
stands for confirmed iPD, and iUPD stands for unconfirmed iPD. Hence new category, iUPD, is added to 
iBOR per iRECIST. iRECIST requires the confirmation of iUPD. It is new requirement for iBOR derivation. 
Similarly to RECIST 1.1, the confirmation of response (iCR or iPR) is not required, except for the non-
randomized trials, which is recommended by iRECIST. Table 13 shows the scenarios of tumor 
assessments for iBOR using iRECIST. For the non-randomized trials, the six rules discussed above per 
RECIST 1.1 are also applicable to iBOR derivation, in addition to the confirmation of iUPD. 

Category of Time Point Overall Response The Numerical Value to Facilitate Programming 

iCR 1 

iPR 2 

iSD 3 

iCPD 4 

iUPD 4.5 

NE 5 

Table 13. One-to-one Mapping from Character Value of Overall Response to Numerical Value 

CR AND PR CONFIRMATION PER IRECIST 

Similarly to the interpretation of Display 1 above, the confirmation of iCR and iPR has the same scenarios 
as ones in RECIST 1.1, except for Scenario ID: CR42 and CR52, where the derived assessment for iBOR 
is iUPD, instead of iPD. Please refer to Appendix 5, and 6. Table 14 shows the difference of Scenario ID: 
CR42 vs iCR42, and CR52 vs iCR52 for unconfirmed CR or iCR between RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST. 
iUPD is assigned to TP_BOR in iRECIST, instead of PD or iCPD.  

Scenario ID Assessment 
at The 
Current Time 
Point (TP0) 

Assessment at 
The First 
Subsequent Time 
Point (TP1) 

Assessment at 
The Second 
Subsequent 
Time Point (TP2) 

The Current Assessment Is 
Eligible for BOR Derivation 
(Y/N) with the Condition? 

Derived Assessment 
with the Condition:  
Meeting the SD/iSD 
Criteria at TP0  

CR42 CR NE PR/SD N PD, if crit1fl=’’ 

iCR42 iCR NE iPR/iSD N iUPD, if crit1fl=’’ 

CR52 CR PR/SD  N PD, if crit1fl=’’  

iCR52 iCR iPR/iSD  N iUPD, if crit1fl=’’ 

Table 14. The difference of Scenario ID: CR42 between RECIST 1.1 and iRECIST. 
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The snip of SAS codes below reflect the logic specified in Table 14. 
 
** 4. iCR NE iSD/iPR; 

if avalc='iCR' and nxt1_avalc='NE' and nxt2_avalc in ('iPR','iSD') then do;  

      if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do;  

         tp_bor='iSD';senaro_ID='iCR4'; 

      end; 

 else do;tp_bor='iUPD';senaro_ID='iCR42';end; 

end; 

** 5. iCR iSD/iPR; 

else if avalc='iCR' and nxt1_avalc in ('iSD','iPR') then do;   

         if crit1='Meets Minimum Duration (49 Days)' then do; 

             tp_bor='iSD';senaro_ID='iCR5'; 

         end; 

    else do;tp_bor='iUPD';senaro_ID='iCR52';end; 

end; 

Of note, the derivation of ANL01FL and TP_BOR for iSD and NE are same as ones for RECIST 1.1. 

CONFIRMATION OF IUPD PER IRECIST 

At the section “Assessment of target, non-target, and new lesions”, iRECIST [3] states “iUPD can be 

assigned multiple times as long as iCPD is not confirmed at the next assessment. Progression is 

confirmed in the target lesion category if the next imaging assessment after iUPD (4–8 weeks later) 

confirms a further increase in sum of measures of target disease from iUPD, with an increase of at least 5 

mm. However, the criteria for iCPD (after iUPD) are not considered to have been met if complete 

response, partial response, or stable disease criteria (compared with baseline and as defined by RECIST 

1.1) are met at the next assessment after iUPD. The status is reset (unlike RECIST 1.1, in which any 

progression precludes later complete response, partial response, or stable disease). iCR, iPR, or iSD 

should then be assigned; and if no change is detected, then the timepoint response is iUPD.”  “The 

assessment of non-target lesions at each timepoint follows similar principles. iUPD (but not iCPD) can 

have been documented before iCR or when the criteria for neither CR nor PD have been met (referred to 

as non-iCPD/non-iUPD) and can be assigned several times, as long as iCPD was not confirmed. iUPD is 

defined by RECIST 1.1 criteria; however, iUPD can be assigned multiple times as long as iCPD is not 

confirmed at the next assessment. Progressive disease in the non-target lesion category is confirmed if 

subsequent imaging, done 4–8 weeks after iUPD, shows a further increase from iUPD. The criteria for 

iCPD are not judged to have been met if RECIST 1.1 criteria for complete response or non-iCR/non-iUPD 

are met after a previous iUPD. The status is reset (unlike RECIST 1.1) and iCR, or non-iCR/non-iUPD is 

assigned; if no change is detected, the timepoint response is iUPD.” 

A subject can have multiple iUPD occurrences if the subject is clinically stable before seeing a iCPD. Of 

note, iCPD is “collected”, and is not derived from programming. Table 15 shows four scenarios of the 

confirmed iUPD. There would be multiple NE (more than one iUPD) and/or iUPD (more than two iUPD) 

between the first iUPD and the eventual ‘iCPD’, which is categorized as ‘iCPD5’.  

Scenario  
ID 

Assessment at 
The Current Time 
Point (TP0) 

Assessment at The 
First Subsequent 
Time Point (TP1) 

Assessment at The 
Second Subsequent Time 
Point (TP2) 

Assessment at The 
Third Subsequent Time 
Point (TP3) 

Derived Assessment with 
the Condition:  Meeting the 
iCPD Criteria at TP0 

iCPD1 iUPD iCPD   iCPD 

iCPD2 iUPD NE iCPD  iCPD 

iCPD3 iUPD iUPD iCPD  iCPD 

iCPD4 iUPD iUPD iUPD iCPD iCPD 

Table 15. Scenarios of the Confirmation of iUPD. 

The programming logic for derived ANL01FL: for the subjects with ‘iCPD’, start at iCPD, ‘look backward’ 
by ‘ignoring’ ‘NE’ and/or ‘iUPD’, until the first ‘iUPD’, which is flagged as ANL01FL=’Y’ and its TP_BOR is 
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assigned to iCPD. Of note, TP_BOR is assigned to iUPD for the record with unconfirmed iUPD. It is to 
facilitate iBOR derivation and is consistent with the way storing the ‘derived’ value to TP_BOR for other 
unconfirmed tumor assessments.  

The snip of SAS codes below reflects the logic specified in Table 15 and the explanation above. 

if avalc in ('iUPD') and ANL01FL=’Y’ then do; 

     tp_bor='iCPD'; 

     if nxt1_avalc='iCPD' then senaro_ID='iCPD1'; 

     else if nxt1_avalc in ('NE') and nxt2_avalc='iCPD' then                                                  

                senaro_ID='iCPD2'; 

     else if nxt1_avalc in ('iUPD') and nxt2_avalc='iCPD' then   

                senaro_ID='iCPD3'; 

     else if nxt1_avalc in ('iUPD') and nxt2_avalc='iUPD'   

             and nxt3_avalc='iCPD' then senaro_ID='iCPD4'; 

     else senaro_ID='iCPD5'; 

end; 

else if avalc in ('iUPD') and ANL01FL ^= ’Y’ then tp_bor='iUPD'; 

 

Table 16 shows the value of ANL01FL, and TP_BOR for the scenarios in Table 15, along with Scenario-
ID in the first Column to demonstrate programming outcomes for confirmed progression. In this example, 
all the first three records with iUPD are confirmed by the forth record. Their values for ANL01FL are set to 
‘Y’. However, the first one will be used for time-to-event analysis in the future. 
 

SCENARIO -
ID 

VISIT ADY AVALC NXT1_
AVALC 

NXT2_
AVALC 

NXT3_
AVALC 

NXT
1DY 

NXT
2DY 

NXT
3DY 

ANL01FL TP_B
OR 

iUPD4 CYC1 69 iUPD iUPD iUPD iCPD 40 80 120 Y iCPD 

iUPD3 CYC2 109 iUPD iUPD iCPD  40 80  Y iCPD 

iUPD1 CYC3 149 iUPD iCPD   40   Y iCPD 

 CYC4 189 iCPD         

Table 16. A Simulated Example of a Subject’s Assessments to Demonstrate Programming Outcomes for 
Confirmed Progression in iRECIST  
 
Similarly to Table 11, Table 17 shows the value of ANL01FL and TP_BOR, along with Scenario-ID in the 
first column to demonstrate the programming outcomes. Of note, the last row shows that TP_BOR has 
been assigned to iUPD for the record with unconfirmed iUPD, even though both values for AVALC and 
TP_BOR are same, in order to be consistent for the unconfirmed tumor assessments by storing the 
‘derived’ value to TP_BOR for further derivation. 

SCENARIO-
ID 

VISIT ADY AVALC NXT1_
AVALC 

NXT2_
AVALC 

NXT3_
AVALC 

NXT1DY NXT2DY NXT3DY ANL01FL ANL04FL TP_BOR 

iPR7 CYC1 69 iPR iPR iSD iSD 20 62 104  Y iSD 

iPR8 CYC2 89 iPR iSD iSD NE 42 84 126  Y iSD 

iSD1 CYC3 131 iSD iSD NE iPR 42 84 126 Y Y  

iSD1 CYC4 173 iSD NE iPR iPR 42 84 126 Y Y  

iNE CYC5 215 NE iPR iPR iCR 42 84 126 Y Y  

iPR2 CYC6 257 iPR iPR iCR iCR 42 84 118 Y Y  

iPR1 CYC7 229 iPR iCR iCR iUPD 42 76 118 Y Y  

iCR2 CYC8 341 iCR iCR iUPD  34 76  Y Y  

iCR6 CYC9 375 iCR iUPD   42    Y iSD 

 CYC10 417 iUPD        Y iUPD 

Table 17. A Simulated Example of A Subject’s Assessments to Demonstrate Programming Outcomes per 
iRECIST 
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Table 18 shows the example of new records being added for the unconfirmed iCR, iPR, and iUPD from 
the example in Table 17 above. Same programming as ones for RECIST 1.1 is applied to iRECIST. 
ANL09FL pinpoints the first occurrence of BOR occurred at CYC8.  
 

SCENARIO 
-ID 

PARAMTYP PARAMCD ASEQ VISIT ADY AVALC AVAL ANL01FL ANL04FL ANL09FL TP_BOR 

iPR7  OVERALIR 1 CYC1 69 iPR 2  Y  iSD 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 1.5 CYC1 69 iSD 3  Y   

iPR8  OVERALIR 2 CYC2 89 iPR 2  Y  iSD 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 2.5 CYC2 89 iSD 3  Y   

iSD1  OVERALIR 3 CYC3 131 iSD 3 Y Y   

iSD1  OVERALIR 4 CYC4 173 iSD 3 Y Y   

NE  OVERALIR 5 CYC5 215 NE 5 Y Y   

iPR2  OVERALIR 6 CYC6 257 iPR 2 Y Y   

iPR1  OVERALIR 7 CYC7 229 iPR 2 Y Y   

iCR2  OVERALIR 8 CYC8 341 iCR 1 Y Y Y  

iCR6  OVERALIR 9 CYC9 375 iCR 1  Y  iSD 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 9.5 CYC9 375 iSD 3  Y   

iUPD  OVERALIR 10 CYC10 417 iUPD 4  Y  iUPD 

Table 18. A Simulated Example of A Subject’s Assessments to Demonstrate Programming Outcomes per 
iRECIST 

INTRODUCION OF DOR/IDOR DERIAVTION 

The duration of overall response (DOR) is measured from the time measurement criteria are met for CR 
or PR (whichever is first recorded) until the first date that recurrent or progressive disease is objectively 
documented. For the subjects whose Best Overall Response was either CR or PR, ANL10FL and 
ANL11FL are created to indicate whether the record was the start of response, and the end of response, 
respectively. Table 19 provides the derivation rules to derive DOR start date and end date. 
 

BOR DOR Start Date DOR End Date 

PR Occurred at the first occurrence of BOR: the 
record with ANL09FL=’Y’ 

Occurred at the first occurrence of PD: 
ANL02FL=’Y’ or 
the last adequate tumor assessment (CR, 
PR, SD) for no PD subjects; 
The condition:  ANL04FL=’Y’ and 
(ANL02FL=’Y’ or ANL05FL=’Y’) 

CR The first confirmed CR or PR date whichever is 
earlier: ANL04FL=’Y’ and AVALC in (‘CR’,’PR’) 
and ANL01FL=’Y’ 

Table 19. The Derivation Rules for DOR Start Date and End Date 
 
Table 20 shows DOR start at CYC6 and end at CYC9 for the example in Table 18. Of note, this example 
shows that DOR starts two cycles earlier than the first occurrence of BOR (at CYC8). 
 

SCENA
RIO -ID 

PARAMTYP PARAMCD ASEQ VISIT AVALC AVAL ANL01
FL 

ANL04
FL 

ANL05
FL 

ANL09
FL 

ANL10
FL 

ANL11
FL 

TP_BOR 

iPR7  OVERALIR 1 CYC1 iPR 2  Y     iSD 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 1.5 CYC1 iSD 3  Y      

iPR8  OVERALIR 2 CYC2 iPR 2  Y     iSD 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 2.5 CYC2 iSD 3  Y      

iSD1  OVERALIR 3 CYC3 iSD 3 Y Y      

iSD1  OVERALIR 4 CYC4 iSD 3 Y Y      

NE  OVERALIR 5 CYC5 NE 5 Y Y      

iPR2  OVERALIR 6 CYC6 iPR 2 Y Y   Y   
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iPR1  OVERALIR 7 CYC7 iPR 2 Y Y      

iCR2  OVERALIR 8 CYC8 iCR 1 Y Y  Y    

iCR6  OVERALIR 9 CYC9 iCR 1  Y Y   Y iSD 

 DERIVED TP_BOR 9.5 CYC9 iSD 3  Y      

iUPD  OVERALIR 10 CYC1
0 

iUPD 4  Y     iUPD 

Table 20. A Simulated Example of A Subject’s Assessments to Demonstrate the Role of ANL10FL and 
ANL11FL to Indicate DOR Start and End 
 
Table 21 provides a “whole picture” of what our ADEVENT dataset looks like from a simulated subject. 
The subject had a new anticancer therapy at 2018-08-02, which can be seen at the last record, where 
ADEVENT.AVALC=’NEWCTDT (First Date of New Anticancer Therapy)’. It was the root of cause of the 
“ineligible” of the tumor assessments after Cycle 4 for the further derivation. ANL04FL can help the 
readers to quickly identify that the records only from Cycle 2 and 4 can be used for the derivation. The 
BOR is ‘PR’, and ANL09FL indicates that the first occurrence of PR is from Cycle 2, which is also the 
DOR start date as shown by ANL10FL. ANL11FL shows that the DOR end date was at Cycle 4. ANL01FL 
was set to ‘Y’ for the first four records, for only RECIST 1.1 is applied to the derivation of the confirmation 
flag without consideration of anti-cancer therapy. If ANL04FL did not exist, it would be very difficult for the 
readers to understand why BOR were not chosen at Cycle 8 with the value: ‘CR’. Please refer to [7] for 
the details regarding ANL06FL, ANL07FL, ANL08FL, and the records for PARAMCD=’EVENT’. 
 

ASEQ 
PARAM
CD PARAM PARAMN VISIT ASTDT ASTDY AVALC 

AV
AL 

CRIT
1FL 

RSS
EQ 

1 1 OVERALLR 
Overall 
Evaluation Cycle 2-Response 2018-06-23 69 PR 2 Y 33 

2 1 OVERALLR 
Overall 
Evaluation Cycle 4-Response 2018-08-02 109 PR 2 Y 34 

3 1 OVERALLR 
Overall 
Evaluation Cycle 6-Response 2018-09-11 149 SD 3 Y 35 

4 1 OVERALLR 
Overall 
Evaluation Cycle 8-Response 2018-10-21 189 CR 1 Y 36 

5 1 OVERALLR 
Overall 
Evaluation 

Cycle 10-
Response 2018-11-30 229 CR 1 Y 37 

5.5 2 TP_BOR 

Derived 
Overall 
Evaluation 

Cycle 10-
Response 2018-11-30 229 SD 3 Y 37 

20 3 EVENT Event Date Cycle 4-Response 2018-08-02 109 

2:LANOPDDT (Date of Last 
Adequate Tumor Assessment 
of No PD)  

  

50 3 EVENT Event Date Cycle 4-Response 2018-08-02 109 
5:LONBCTDT (Date Last 
Tumor Asses.On/Bef. New CT)  

  

60 3 EVENT Event Date Cycle 2-Response 2018-06-23 69 
6:BORDT (Date of First 
Occurrence of BOR)  

  

70 3 EVENT Event Date Cycle 2-Response 2018-06-23 69 
7:DORSTDT (Date of DOR 
Start)  

  

80 3 EVENT Event Date Cycle 4-Response 2018-08-02 109 
8DORENDT (Date of DOR 
End)  

  

90 3 EVENT Event Date Cycle 6-Response 2018-08-15 149 
9:NEWCTDT (First Date of 
New Anticancer Therapy)  

  

 

ASEQ 
ANL0
1FL 

ANL0
2FL 

ANL0
3FL 

ANL0
4FL 

ANL0
5FL 

ANL0
6FL 

ANL0
7FL 

ANL0
8FL 

ANL0
9FL 

ANL10
FL 

ANL11FL SRCDOM SRCVAR SRCSEQ 

1 Y   Y     Y Y     

2 Y   Y Y   Y   Y    

3 Y              

4 Y              

5               

5.5               

20            RS RSDTC 34 

50            RS RSDTC 34 

60            RS RSDTC 33 

70            RS RSDTC 33 

80            RS RSDTC 34 

90            ADCM ASTDT 7 

Table 21 An Example of ADEVENT Dataset from a Simulated Subject to Demonstrate the ‘Full Picture’ 
 
Once the flags for BOR, DOR start date, and DOR end date are created, the value of BOR, and DOR can 
be easily retrieved and calculated, respectively. [7] introduces a new data flow by utilizing CDSIC 
standards from both ADEVNET and ADDATE, adding more traceability, and following the best 
programming practice. Per CDISC Breast Cancer Therapeutic Area User Guide (TAUG-BrCa) [8], the 
value of BOR will be populated to ADRESP (Analysis of Best Overall Tumor Response) dataset, and the 
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value of DOR will be derived in ADTTE dataset. [7] will explain the advantage of these analysis flags to 
the traceability of ADaM derivation over the triplet of SRCDOM, SRCVAR, and SRCSEQ. Please refer to 
[7] for the details. 

CONCLUSION 

Efficacy analysis is a complex endeavor in Oncology. Various guidelines and censoring rules often result 
in a complex programming that is only applicable for that study and lacks traceability. This paper presents 
a novel approach for the derivation of Solid Tumor Objective Response like BOR and DOR, following 
RECIST 1.1, iRECIST, CDISC Breast Cancer Therapeutic Area User Guide (TAUG-BrCa) [8], and FDA 
Guideline [6]. Using Analysis flags and a step by step logical approach, we can maintain traceability and 
readability of the derivations. This approach also enables ADaM SAS program to be adaptable for other 
criteria like Immune-related Response Criteria (irRC) as well as other WHO/RECIST variants. The intent 
of this presentation is to guide readers in developing a CDISC ADaM compliant programming that is 
adaptable across multiple projects. 
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Appendix 1: A Sample Table of Summary of Best Overall Response
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Appendix 2: From the Paper “SAS Macro for Derivation of Best Overall Response per RECIST 1.1” 

[5] 
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Appendix 3: The Rules to Evaluate the Overall Response at Each Post Baseline Time Point [2] 
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Appendix 4: Handle the Case: PR SD SD PR from Appendix III in RECIST 1.1 Guideline  

 

 

Appendix 5: Scenarios for iCR at The Current Time Point Followed by Different Assessments with 

Different TP_BOR Outcomes. iCR42 and iCR52 differ from RECIST 1.1 Outcome (Table 8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scenario 
ID 

Assessment at 
The Current Time 
Point (TP0) 

Assessment at The 
First Subsequent 
Time Point (TP1) 

Assessment at The 
Second Subsequent 
Time Point (TP2) 

The Current Assessment Is 
Eligible for BOR Derivation 
(Y/N) with The Condition? 

Derived Assessment with 
The Condition:  Meeting iSD 
Criteria at TP0 

iCR1 iCR iCR iCR  Y, if nxt1dy >=28 or nxt2dy 
>= 28 

 

iCR12 iCR iCR iCR  N, if nxt1dy <28 and 
nxt2dy <28 

iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’  

iCR13 iCR iCR iCR  N, if nxt1dy <28 and 
nxt2dy <28 

NE, if crit1fl=’’  

iCR2 iCR iCR   Y, if nxt1dy >= 28  

iCR22 iCR  iCR   N, if nxt1dy < 28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iCR23 iCR iCR   N, if nxt1dy < 28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

iCR3 iCR NE iCR Y, if nxt2dy >= 28  

iCR32 iCR  NE iCR  N, if nxt2dy < 28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’  

iCR33 iCR  NE iCR N, if nxt2dy < 28 NE, if crit1fl =’’  

iCR4 iCR NE iPR/iSD N iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iCR42 iCR NE iPR/iSD N iUPD, if crit1fl=’’  

iCR5 iCR iPR/SD  N iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iCR52 iCR iPR/SD  N iUPD, if crit1fl=’’  

iCR6 iCR   N iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iCR62 iCR   N NE, if crit1fl=’’ 
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Appendix 6: Scenarios of iPR at The Current Time Point Followed by Different Assessments with 

Different TP_BOR Outcomes. It Shows That iRECIST and RECIST 1.1 Have Similar Outcomes 

(Table 9). 

 

Appendix 7: Scenarios for iSD and NE at The Current Time Point with Different TP_BOR 

Outcomes. It Shows That iRECIST and RECIST 1.1 Have Similar Outcomes (Table 10). 

Scenario  
ID 

Assessment at The Current 
Time Point (TP0) 

The Current Assessment Is 
Eligible for BOR Derivation? 

Derived Assessment with the Condition:  Meeting SD 
Criteria at TP0 

iSD1 iSD Y, if crit1fl=’Y’  

iSD2 iSD N NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

NE NE Y  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Scenario  
ID 

Assessment 
at The 
Current 
Time Point 
(TP0) 

Assessment 
at The First 
Subsequent 
Time Point 
(TP1) 

Assessment 
at The 
Second 
Subsequent 
Time Point 
(TP2) 

Assessment 
at The 
Third  
Subsequent 
Time Point 
(TP3) 

The Current Assessment Is Eligible 
for BOR Derivation (Y/N) with The 
Condition? 

Derived Assessment with 
The Condition:  Meeting 
iSD Criteria at TP0 

iPR1 iPR iCR iCR  Y, if nxt1dy >=28 or nxt2dy >= 28  

iPR12 iPR iCR iCR  N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt2dy <28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iPR13 iPR iCR iCR  N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt2dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

iPR2 iPR iPR iCR/iPR   Y, if nxt1dy >=28 or nxt2dy >= 28  

iPR22 iPR iPR CR/iPR   N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt2dy <28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iPR23 iPR iPR CR/iPR   N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt2dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

iPR3 iPR iPR NE/iSD iCR/iPR Y, if nxt1dy >=28 or nxt3dy >= 28  

iPR32 iPR iPR NE/iSD iCR/iPR N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt3dy <28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iPR33 iPR iPR NE/iSD iCR/iPR N, if nxt1dy <28 and nxt3dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

iPR4 iPR NE iSD iCR/iPR Y, if nxt3dy >=28  

iPR42 iPR NE iSD iCR/iPR N, if nxt3dy <28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iPR43 iPR NE iSD iCR/iPR N, if nxt3dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

iPR5 iPR iSD NE iCR/iPR Y, if nxt3dy >=28  

iPR52 iPR iSD NE iCR/iPR N, if nxt3dy <28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iPR53 iPR iSD NE iCR/iPR N, if nxt3dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

iPR6 iPR NE/iSD iCR/iPR  Y, if nxt2dy >=28  

iPR62 iPR NE/iSD iCR/iPR  N, if nxt2dy <28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’ 

iPR63 iPR NE/iSD iCR/iPR  N, if nxt2dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’ 

iPR7 iPR iCR/iPR   Y, if nxt1dy >=28  

iPR72 iPR iCR/iPR   N, if nxt1dy <28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’  

iPR73 iPR iCR/iPR    N, if nxt1dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’  

iPR8 iPR    N, if nxt1dy <28 iSD, if crit1fl=’Y’  

iPR82 iPR    N, if nxt1dy <28 NE, if crit1fl=’’  


